Reverence and Providence

Cultivating a pilgrim’s eye for beauty (Concluding part)
Sister Dominic Mary Heath
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A mindset does possibly more to mar our experience of beauty than the others because it is a misunderstanding about God himself. I’m referring to the habit of fatalism we’ve picked up from an
unsavory friendship with materialism. When things – and their meaning – are reduced to matter
and the laws of physics alone, what I see is what I get, and what I can’t see can’t mean much.
Fatalism like this blinds us to the actions of God in the world, and it makes the meaning of our own
lives incomprehensible. Our heads may be full of the latest news, but our minds can’t discern the
patterns of providence in these events. Meanwhile, the idea that we should revere a loving God
who lets unloving things happen in the material world is hard to swallow. We doubt the beauty of
divine providence because we don’t see it in all its clarity.
Clarity is the third property of beauty – its illuminative quality – that manifests the inherent radiance of all beautiful things. As an aesthetic value, clarity represents the pleasure our minds take in
finding light and intelligibility in the world. Clarity is at work, for example, when we see a stained
glass window lit up and understand the story the window tells.
Clarity outstrips both proportion and integrity in the delight it causes, in much the same way that
love outpaces faith and hope: It first recapitulates and then surpasses them. But clarity also excels
in mystery. As beauty goes, it can be very unclear indeed, especially if I’m used to sights that are
cheap and flashy. Real clarity is neither of those things. As Jacques Maritain explains, “To define the
beautiful by the radiance of the form is in reality to define it by the radiance of a mystery. It is a…
misconception to reduce clarity in itself to clarity for us.”
The gap between what is clear in and of itself and what is clear for us is where the great mysteries
of providence play out. It’s also where our attitude of reverence must find its perfection in the supernatural virtue of faith if it is to survive at all. Reverence perfected by faith shows us the inner
light of God’s providence in everything that exists. With Saint Catherine of Siena, faith can say,
“Hate sin and hold all else in reverence.”
Real faith is not blindness; it is a supernatural way of seeing.
It’s a common mistake to think that faith means closing our eyes and gritting our teeth against
hard truths. Real faith is not blindness; it is a supernatural way of seeing that begins with the habit
of believing God. Faith has God himself as its object, and it participates in God’s own vision of the
world. It enjoys a clarity that surpasses our natural powers.
Take, for example, the beauty of the cross of Christ. Materially, we can point to a brutal and humiliating form of execution that is very dark, indeed. With the eyes of faith, however, we can see the
cross differently. We see the material form of an uncreated love, infinity in flesh, which is the light
and salvation of the soul. We see a mystery of divine love, “a plan for the fullness of time, to gather
up all things in [Christ],” a mystery which is the light and salvation of the world (Eph. 1:10). We see
a mystery of human love, gratitude and surrender to the Father, which is the light and salvation of
all the suffering in our lives. And seeing all this, we can exclaim with the Psalmist, “but there is forgiveness with you, so that you may be revered” (Ps. 130:4).
By faith, we behold already what heaven will show us in absolute clarity: that the mystery of the
cross has been the singular beauty of our lives. But in a world darkened to divine providence, we
miss it.
God Is Near Us
Reverence opens our eyes to beauty in the order of creation, in the wholeness of human persons,
and in the mystery of divine providence – beauty that is inaccessible to irreverent eyes. As an attitude that accompanies Christian life, reverence is not optional but necessary.
Do Christians also need beautiful buildings, liturgies, art, and literature in order to convert the
world? Absolutely. Even more importantly perhaps, we need them in order to convert ourselves.
But there’s an important sense in which each of us must cultivate a pilgrim’s eye for beauty in the
places in which we already live and worship and in the daily crosses we already carry. That means
recognizing God’s presence with us, in Christ, and submitting to him gladly through our practice of
charity, religion, and holy fear. Once we begin to do that, our aesthetic experiences will show us
more and more clearly that God is near us.
As a cloistered nun who no longer kneels in the great cathedrals, I can tell you that this kind of conversion by beauty is still possible, here in my own sacred space, with all its monastic simplicity.
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